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Backyard Pro

Backyard Pro 18 Qt. Aluminum Fry Pot with 1 Fry Basket
for Select Outdoor Ranges
#554BP18FP1BASK

Technical Data
Basket Length

14 1/4 Inches

Fry Pot Length

16 Inches

Basket Width

11 Inches

Fry Pot Width

13 Inches

Basket Height

4 1/2 Inches

Fry Pot Height

4 1/2 Inches

Capacity

18 qt.

Color

Silver

Material

Aluminum

Number of Fry Baskets

1 Fry Baskets

Shape

Rounded Rectangle

Type

Fryer Pots

Features
• Dual side handles allow for easy transport to and from the stove
• Perforated fry basket included
• Ideal for use with outdoor ranges and stoves
• 18 qt. pot measures 16" x 13" x 4 1/2"
• Single large basket measures 14 1/4" x 11" x 4 1/2"
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Notes & Details
This Backyard Pro fry pot with a single basket is the perfect addition to any outdoor party or catered event when paired
with an outdoor range. Whether you're cooking up fried chicken, french fries, or breaded vegetables, this fry pot prevents
you from having to constantly go inside to cook when the event is taking place outside.
The 18 qt. pot comes with a single fry basket so you can fry up a larger batch at one time. Dual side handles on the pot
allow for easy transportation to and from the stove or table, as well as easy oil disposal.
This fry pot is great for settings where you don't have access to a kitchen, such as tailgating events or camping trips. Just
because you're outdoors doesn't mean you can't have delicious fried food! This unit is ideal for use with select outdoor
fryers and is not recommended in commercial kitchens.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to
www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
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